Electrophoresis and movements of fluorescence pattern after photobleaching of large DNA fragments in agarose gels.
By combining electrophoresis with movements of fluorescence pattern after photobleaching (MOFPAP), which is abbreviated as EMOFPAP, we are able to measure electrophoretic mobilities of large DNA fragments in an agarose gel within a fairly short time scale (about 10 min or even down to 1 min). The new method represents a significant improvement in experiment time when compared with the time (typically on the order of hours) required to determine the average electrophoretic mobility of large DNA fragments in agarose gels by means of either conventional gel electrophoresis or pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. In this article, we present the EMOFPAP experimental setup and consider optical conditions, including beam profile geometry and fluorescence pattern formation. A realistic formula that can explain the parameters governing the EMOFPAP method using our present optical setup has been derived. A comparison of results between experimental and computer simulation data is made, and an optimization of the EMOFPAP method is proposed.